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Abstract
Probabilistic design analysis deals with uncertainty in engineering data. Poor correlation
between analytical and experimental results suggests that improved understanding of
uncertainties and knowledge of the accuracy of analysis functions is necessary to increase
confidence in the probabilistic approach. It is proposed in this paper that process modelling
may be used as a basis for mapping of interrelated activities in complex systems and in so
doing may form a basis for representing this knowledge and understanding. In particular,
uncertainties associated with the relationships between variables and the performance
parameters (transfer functions) may be understood more effectively through the use of process
modelling. In the paper, desirable characteristics of process modelling approaches are
identified, and used to review a number of process modelling approaches and to discuss the
requirements for adaptation of these models to better model probabilistic design analysis.
Keywords: Engineering analysis, knowledge management, probabilistic design, process
modelling

1.

Introduction

The term design analysis, as informed by [1] and [2], describes a system that transforms
initial state operands (input variables such as design parameters) to final state operands
(performance parameters) with the purpose of evaluating the performance of an engineering
artefact. The activities (transformation nodes) in this transformation system are connected by
a set of relationships called transfer functions. The transfer functions refer to mathematical
and computational models developed from first principles, empirical relationships and
heuristics. Approaches to engineering design analysis have traditionally been deterministic
but these often result in inconsistent or sub-optimal designs owing to limited application of
information about the uncertainty in the analysis variables. Many probabilistic design
techniques have been developed to better account for this uncertainty, but the use of these
techniques in engineering analysis has been limited owing to a number of concerns, including
the heavy computational load of probabilistic analysis, the need for extensive data on
uncertainties and limitations in the capability of analyses to predict the behaviour of physical
systems.
Uncertainty in the variables may be characterised relatively easily. In probabilistic design,
variability in the data is normally accounted for by representing geometrical parameters,
loading history and material properties with probability distributions. However, while
knowledge of variability is available in well-established design domains, uncertainty in
transfer functions and factors affecting it are not always well understood [3], as observed in
the inconsistency between analytical results and experimental measurements [4] [5].
Uncertainties associated with the transfer functions could arise from conceptual or modelling
errors, lack of information and systematic errors in data acquisition and data analysis (e.g.
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sampling and curve fitting) [6]. These limitations have contributed to the lack of confidence in
probabilistic design and inhibit its application. Some critical engineering domains such as the
automotive and aerospace still rely heavily on prototype testing for analysis and validation.
Evidently, uncertainty in these analytical models is an issue that needs more emphasis in
accumulation of knowledge and understanding.
Design analysis can rarely be characterised as a single activity. It is more likely to consist of a
series of complex transformation activities described by a number of local transfer functions,
where information flows from one activity to another. To quantify how uncertainty propagates
through analytical models, a systematic way of collecting information based on formal
process modelling is proposed to identify uncertainty in transfer functions and the sensitivity
towards uncertainty in the data. An example of a highly complex engineering design analysis
is the modelling of the development of residual stresses in a manufacturing process such as
forging followed by air cooling. This process can be modelled as a composition of a set of
thermal and mechanical analyses, where the transfer functions involved are highly implicit,
nonlinear and dynamic, typically solved using computational methods e.g. finite element
analysis. Uncertainties associated with these transfer functions may be difficult to
characterise, but this may be feasible when knowledge is accumulated in a systematic manner
regarding the variables, transfer functions and the validity of the assumptions and
approximations made in the analytical procedures. It is suggested that using process
modelling as a framework may provide a suitable basis for such a systematic approach. This
paper outlines the requirements for modelling of probabilistic analyses using process
modelling and then reviews seven process modelling approaches against these requirements.

2.

Modelling requirements

Models of interrelated or sequential activities are constructed to study and understand
complex systems and to facilitate the visualisation of information flow in the systems.
Various modelling approaches have been applied extensively in software development, and in
modelling such domains as business systems and manufacturing systems. The modelling of
activities and information flows in engineering design processes has also been done widely
through various process modelling techniques [7]. In this section, important aspects of
probabilistic design analysis modelling are discussed. The primary concern is to identify an
approach that allows important information about an analysis process to be modelled; a
secondary concern is to create a dynamic, executable model of a process. The human systems
and management aspects are of less importance here. With this purpose in mind, requirements
for effective modelling of probabilistic design analysis are:
The model should allow definition of uncertainty in information and activities
The process models need to model uncertainties associated with the design parameters such as
basic variables in transfer functions. In probabilistic design, these are non-deterministic,
therefore the process model must be able to support the input, propagation and output of
uncertain variables. This suggests the need for a separate definition of data entities, where
uncertainty definition can be associated with these entities explicitly.
The model should support prioritisation of efforts
As noted previously, uncertainties are introduced at each transformation node (i.e. transfer
function) in the analytical model. Some of the transfer functions at these nodes are not well
understood or may be difficult to characterise. An effective process model must be able to
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describe the information uncertainty, incompleteness and confidence level associated with
each transfer function node in the model to highlight activities that are not well understood or
in which there is low confidence. Thus, it requires explicit representation of uncertainties in
each node to support prioritisation of efforts in understanding and accumulation of
knowledge.
The model should allow a building block approach of a detailed process.
Owing to the complexity of design analyses, the process model should facilitate the
description of a system at different levels of detail, where an object definition is refined
incrementally at each level. In modelling a probabilistic design analysis, a building block
approach is appropriate to systematically represent the sequence of activities in the analytical
model and to provide a formal modelling structure, which enables explicit identification and
capture of information from the model.
The model should allow modelling of the states of a system.
States of a system are instantaneous snapshots of the entire system at a specific point in time.
In design analysis, the network in the process model needs to reorganise (update as it
progresses) to represent the temporal state of a system as it evolves with time. This time
dependent behaviour is particularly important for simulation purposes and it enables an
executable representation of a dynamic system.
The model should incorporate conditional elements.
The purpose of the construction of a process model is to aggregate uncertainties introduced in
each transformation node in design analysis. There are many ways of carrying out the design
analysis, and it may be performed in different ways under different circumstances depending
on many factors or constraints. Conditional elements allow variation of the transformation
activities in the process model according to these circumstances.

3.

Review of methods in process modelling

It is noted that the methods discussed here are not exhaustive, but selected from techniques
that are typically available to designers for modelling design processes. These approaches are
reviewed in brief in this section and are grouped according to four modelling views of a
system, namely the functional, dynamic, object and task-based views.

3.1 Functional modelling
Functional models describe data flow and transformation in a system. The graphical notations
typically used are nodes to represent processes and arcs to represent data flows. Three types
of process modelling approaches that belong to this category are the data flow diagram, the
structured systems analysis and design method and the Integrated Definition IDEF0 method.
Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
First introduced in 1970s, DFD is one of the oldest and simplest modelling techniques which
is still widely used today. Each node in DFD represents a process or activity in which data is
processed, thus modelling the information flows in a system. It has various graphical
notations to represent the process, external agent, data store and data flow. The basic
notations are illustrated in Figure 1 (a). As a functional model, DFD allows explicit
identification of the transformation nodes (or activities) in a system but it only indicates the
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direction of information flow in the process. As noted earlier, separate definition of data
entities is needed to allow for uncertainty definition in the design parameters in probabilistic
design analysis, which is not present in DFD. In addition, DFD does not incorporate a time
element, therefore it is not capable of modelling dynamic processes.

Figure 1: Basic notations in (a) DFD and (b) IDEF0 (c) Petri net (d) UML activity diagram.

Structured Systems Analysis and Design Method (SSADM)
Introduced in the 1980s, SSADM [8] [9] was developed from DFD with additional views for
Logical Data Structures (LDS) and Entity Life Histories (ELH) to enhance the modelling
capabilities. SSADM is used in the design and analysis stages of systems. DFD, as before, is
used to model transformation processes together with data flows in a system. Of the
additional views in SSADM, LDS is employed to give a structural view of system data and
ELH to incorporate the effect of time on the system data, thus allowing for modelling of the
dynamic evolution of a system.
Integrated Definition (IDEF0)
Developed by the US Air Force, the IDEF family consists of a series of methods that model
different views of a system. For instance, IDEF1 is an information model, IDEF2 is a
dynamic model and IDEF3 is a process description model. IDEF0 [10], one of the most
commonly used, is a functional model and is derived from Structured Analysis and Design
Technique (SADT). For conciseness, only IDEF0 is reviewed here.
IDEF0 is used to produce a structured function model to gain understanding, support analysis,
provide logic for potential changes, specify requirements, or support systems level design and
integration activities. An IDEF0 model is composed of a set of hierarchically linked diagrams
with supporting text that display increasing levels of detail describing functions and their
interfaces within the context of a system. The model describes what a system does, what
controls it, what things it works on, what means it uses to perform its functions, and what it
produces. The context, viewpoint and purpose of the model define its orientation and should
be fixed before the model is created.
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The four components in the IDEF0 notation, as shown in Figure 1 (b) are Inputs (I), Controls
(C), Outputs (O) and Mechanisms (M), collectively termed ICOM. Input data or objects are
transformed by the function to produce the output, which is the result of a transformation. A
control is a component that is used as guidance and not consumed or transformed by the
process or activity, e.g. standards, policies, guidelines etc. The mechanism is the means used
to perform a function, e.g. people, manual tools, automated tools etc. Mechanisms and
controls are also present in reference [2], identified as tactical instruments (resources),
operators and the means of making available appropriate knowledge and information. IDEF0
models the transformation nodes in probabilistic design analysis well, but like DFD, does not
allow for explicit definition of data entities. It is also difficult to incorporate into simulation as
it does not allow for dynamic evolution of the network. IDEF0 gives a static view of a system.

3.2 Dynamic modelling
Dynamic models describe the interactions among objects and the time dependent behaviour of
a system. They model the sequence of activities in a system, thus allowing control of the
system. A dynamic model consists of nodes to represent states of a system and arcs to
represent transitions between states. A typical model is a state transition diagram.
Petri Net (with classical, colour, time and hierarchy variants)
Petri nets are a dynamic modelling approach that were developed from state transition
diagrams. They comprise two types of node: place and transition, as shown in Figure 1 (c)
[11]. A transition in Petri net is equivalent to a transformation node described by a transfer
function. Directed arcs connect transitions and places to indicate the flow of information and
indicate the sequential relationship between the nodes. A classical Petri net consists of a fourtuple <P, T, I, O> corresponding to Places (P), Transitions (T), Inputs (I) and Outputs (O)
respectively with an initial marking, µ. Marking is shown by places with a number of tokens
represented by small dots.
An evolution of state corresponds to an evolution of the marking, caused by firing of a
transition. A transition fires by removing tokens from its input places and creating new tokens
which are distributed to its output places. This activity transforms the data from its input state
to its output state. A transition can only be fired if each of the input places contains at least
one token, the transition is said to be enabled. Petri net could model the processes included in
the system, the relationship, data exchange and sharing and the dynamic state of the process.
Extensions to classical Petri nets are:
•

Using colour to model data.
A coloured Petri net (CPN) [12] is a special case of a Petri net in which the tokens
have identifying attributes. They allow the use of tokens that carry data values and can
hence be distinguished from one another. A CPN is a five-tuple <P, T, C, I, O>, where
C is a colour function. CPN allows definition and manipulation of data values. This is
a required property to support probabilistic design analysis, as data that propagate
through the network contain uncertainty information.

•

Modelling dynamic processes.
The time dependent nature of a system is described by assigning time to the activities,
so that duration and delays could be modelled. The time concept can be introduced in
timed Petri nets via attributes of the tokens, places or transitions. This extension of the
classical Petri net further supports dynamic state modelling, allowing the net to model
the time dependent behaviour of a system.
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•

Modelling of large systems.
In a hierarchical Petri net, the model can be extended on a separate net called a subnet.
A subnet is an aggregate of a number of places, transitions, and subsystems. Large
Petri nets can be broken down to several hierarchies of Petri nets with different level
of detail. This provides a method for systematic modelling of a complex system.

3.3 Object modelling
Object models describe the static, structural and data aspects of the objects in the system and
the relationships between them. An object model has nodes to represent object classes and
arcs to represent relationships among classes.
Unified Modelling Language (UML)
The UML [13] is a language for specifying, visualising, constructing, and documenting the
artefacts of software systems, and has been extended for business modelling and other nonsoftware systems. UML has specific notations and the related grammatical rules for
constructing object-oriented models. Announced on 1 September 1997, UML unifies Booch’s
Object-Oriented Design, Rumbaugh’s Object Modelling Technique and Jacobson’s ObjectOriented Software Engineering [14]. Besides object modelling, UML also brings together
other modelling aspects such as functional and dynamic views discussed previously. It
consists of a series of nine diagrams to capture the static, use case, behaviour, interaction and
implementation views of a system. The diagrams considered suitable to support information
modelling in probabilistic design are the activity diagram and its business process extensions.
•

Activity diagram.
Activity diagrams model the behaviour view of a system. They are used to show how
different processes in a system are constructed, how they start, decision paths that can
be taken from start to finish and where concurrent activities may occur during
execution. They are capable of modelling the information flows in the system and
have conditional elements incorporated to allow for different activity paths. The basic
notations in a UML activity diagram are illustrated in Figure 1 (d).

•

Business process model [15].
As an extension to the activity diagram, a business process model shows the goal of a
process, and the inputs, outputs, events and information that are involved in the
business process. The notation implies a flow of activities from left to right, typically
an event element is placed to the left of the process and the output to the right. Both
the activity diagram and its business process variant adopt a building block approach.

3.4 Task-based modelling
Recently, the engineering community has developed process modelling approaches to suit
some specific needs in modelling engineering design processes. Developed specifically for
task-based modelling, they are mostly concerned with task sequencing and optimising routes
through the design process. Two of these techniques are discussed below.
Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
A DSM [16] is a compact, matrix representation of a system or project which highlights
issues of information needs and requirements, task sequencing and iterations by specifying
the dependencies or interactions between activities. A DSM matrix is then partitioned
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(reordered) so that the new arrangement contains the minimum feedback marks. Tearing is the
process of removing a set of feedback marks from the matrix, allowing further partitioning to
transform it as closely as possible to a lower triangular form. This procedure ensures fewer
system elements involved in the iteration cycles, resulting in an optimal process execution.
A binary DSM is typically populated with 1 and 0 in each matrix cell to signify the existence
or absence of a dependency between elements of a system respectively. A numerical DSM
(NDSM) [17], is an extension to the binary DSM in which cells may model different
attributes that provide more detailed information on the relationships between the different
activities. It provides a better understanding of the system and allows for the development of
more complex and practical partitioning and tearing. There are several types of NDSM
depending on the data type modelled, including task-based, parameter-based, team-based and
component-based NDSMs. A task based NDSM allows for prioritisation effort as confidence
levels may be assigned to activities in the system whereas a parameter-based allows for
definition of uncertainty in the design parameters.
Signposting
The Signposting tool [18] was developed based on the assumption that the design process
may be constructed from a predefined set of tasks. The key parameters in a task are then
identified, supported by a knowledge model, in which the confidence in these parameters is
used to prioritise or “signpost” the next appropriate task. Signposting contains information
regarding the relative importance of tasks, a confidence mapping to indicate new parameters
produced and confidence changes in existing parameters. The confidence matrix is used to
relate the minimum confidence of the input parameters required to give a particular level of
confidence in the output parameters using information available. Signposting incorporates
issues of prioritisation of tasks based on confidence associated with them.

4.

Results and discussions

Results of the assessment of each process modelling approach against the modelling
requirements outlined in Section 2 for uncertainty quantification in probabilistic design
analysis are summarised in Table 1. This illustrates the requirement satisfied by each process
model (together with notes where necessary) and thus identifies which may form the basis for
the development of an adapted process modelling approach to suit the proposed work to
incorporate uncertainty modelling in probabilistic design analysis.
Table 1: Process modelling approaches and the requirements for uncertainty quantification

✓ Yes

SSADM

IDEF0

Classical

Coloured1

Time1

Hierarchy1

UML

DSM

Signposting

Definition of uncertainty
Supports prioritisation
Building block
States of a system
Conditional elements

Petri Net
DFD

Modelling approaches
Extensions

✗
✗
✓
✗
✗

✗
✗
✓
✓6
✗

✗
✗
✓
✗7
✗7

✗
✗
✗
✓
9

✓
✗
✗
✓
9

✗
✗
✗
✓
9

✗
✗
✓
✓
9

✓2
✗
5
✗8
✓

✓3
✓3
✗
✗
✗

✓4
✓
✗
✓4
✗

 Yes but not clear

✗ No
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Notes to Table 1:
1. These are extensions to classical Petri net and may be used in any combination with the
classical Petri net.
2. Uncertainty can be modelled in object diagrams.
3. Prioritisation of efforts can be achieved via a task based NDSM. Uncertainty definition
can be achieved via a parameter based NDSM.
4. Signposting includes states and uncertainties in the objects/information using symbols to
represent different confidence levels.
5. A block of activity or action state in the UML activity diagram notation represent different
levels of granularity, therefore it is not an obvious building block approach. Business
process model is a building block approach.
6. With ELH view.
7. States of a system can be modelled with IDEF3. Conditional elements are present in
IDEF3.
8. Not possible with business process and activity diagram but possible with a UML
statechart, which is a dynamic model. The statechart is not reviewed in this paper.
9. Conditional elements are not present in Petri net models, however conditions can be
associated with arc expressions, or by manipulating the marking of the net.
Table 2: Process modelling approaches and their attributes to support probabilistic design.

Modelling approaches
Extensions
Modelling level of detail:
Level of detail
Multiple abstractions
User issues:
Dependence on user
experience
Complexity of notation
Computer supported tools
Availability of standards
How long used?
Scope of modelling:
Measure of conciseness
Modelling different views?
Engineering analysis
modelling:
Deterministic data
Probabilistic data
Possibilistic data
Qualitative data

IDEF0

Classical

Petri Net
Coloured
& Time

Hierarchy

UML –
Activity
diagram

Multiple
✓

Low level
✗

Low level
✗

Multiple
✓

Multiple
✓

Highly
dependent
Simple
✓
US FIPS
PUB 183
30 years
Orderly
but
elaborate
✓

Less
dependent
Simple
✓
ISO/IEC
15909
40 years

Less
dependent
Simple
✓
ISO/IEC
15909
20 years

Less
dependent
Simple
✓
ISO/IEC
15909
12 years

Less
dependent
Moderate
✓
ISO/IEC
DIS19501
5 years

Untidy
network
✗

Untidy
network
✗

Elaborate

Orderly

✗

✓

✓
✗
✗
✓

✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✗
✗
✓
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From the review of the process modelling approaches, some techniques may be eliminated
because they are only capable of describing the process flow and optimising the design
process routes. These are DFD, SSADM, DSM and Signposting. The methods considered
suitable for further adaptation development to model probabilistic design analysis are IDEF0,
Petri net and UML. In addition to the base requirements, the attributes of each process
modelling approach to support a procedural probabilistic design analysis are also assessed.
These attributes include the level of detail modelled, user issues and the scope of the
modelling. These attributes are elaborated in Table 2 for IDEF0, Petri net and UML, with
supporting information where appropriate.
As functional models, DFD, SSADM and IDEF0 model the transformation activities in design
analysis well. However, they are insufficient to model the uncertainty in data effectively. Petri
net is capable of capturing various modelling aspects with its colour, time and hierarchical
extensions. The main advantage of a Petri net is its network ability to dynamically evolve,
providing an executable system representation. UML allows for class definition with its
object modelling approach, but the network is static and reorganisation is difficult. Various
attributes of the nine types of UML diagrams may form a basis for better adaptation to
uncertainty modelling. DSM and Signposting, being specially developed for design task
sequencing, fall short in supporting probabilistic design analysis.

5.

Conclusion

This paper has proposed the use of process modelling to map a systematic sequence of
uncertain analytical activities involved in performing probabilistic design analysis. Process
models are used to facilitate high level representations of analytical processes prior to the
application of detailed probabilistic design, such that the relationships between inputs and
outputs, the states and flow of data from one activity to the next could be well understood. For
example, in the analyses of complex processes such as thermo-mechanical behaviour of
materials in manufacturing processes, process models could indicate key problem areas
through simple sensitivity measures. This paper then outlined the modelling requirement of a
process model to suit its application to support uncertainty quantification in probabilistic
design analysis. It is advocated that certain attributes of existing process modelling
approaches could achieve this, however, there is no one technique that satisfies all the
required criteria. The assessment of attributes for supporting a procedural probabilistic design
has also highlighted several important issues that form the basis for the selection of a process
modelling approach that could be best adapted for probabilistic design process to achieve a
synergistic output. Used in isolation, probabilistic design and process modelling will not
achieve the required uncertainty characterisation, but together, they help in the understanding
of the data, the transfer functions and their interactions. It is suggested that an adapted tool
that satisfies the modelling requirements outlined could lead to better uncertainty modelling.
Methods found useful for adaptation are IDEF0, Petri net and UML. Future work is to
develop a hybrid method based on some of the attributes of these approaches to support
probabilistic design analysis with more cases of varying complexity.
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